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Overview

Legal background
- Union Customs Code
- Delegated Act
- Implementing Act
- Transitional Act

Business models
- Level 2: high level overview
- Level 3: business requirements
- Level 4: functional requirements

Specifications
- Functional (FTSS)
- Technical (DDNTA)

References
- Union legal procedure
- Created by COM/TAXUD
- Reviewed by ECCG and TCG
- Approved by ECCG

No legal references
- Created by COM/TAXUD & Member States
- Reviewed by NPMs
- Reviewed by ECCG
- Approved by ECCG

FTSS: Functional Transit System Specifications
DDNTA: Design document for National Transit Application
ECCG: Electronic Customs Coordination Group
TCG: Trade Contact Group
NPM: National Project Manager
Business models for processes
Functional specifications
Technical specifications
Any questions?